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Intuition Development 
The Non-Dominant Hand Exercise 

 

We’re going to do an exercise today called The Non-Dominant Hand Exercise.  I 

really love this exercise and I’ve used it with a number of clients and my clients 

have always been able to access their intuition using this one exercise over any 

other, actually, because it’s immediate.   It’s absolutely immediate. 

 

So, here’s what we’re going to do.  I want you to get a piece of paper and a pen 

and we’re going to practice writing questions and answers.   

 

Now, with your paper and your pen in front of you, I want you to close your eyes 

for a moment and take in a nice deep breath and release.   

And another nice deep breath and release.   

 

I want you to get present to your body, present to how you’re sitting, where you 

are.  And as you get present, I’m going to say a prayer. 
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And so we say, “Thank you, God.  Thank you, most Holy One, for the 

guidance that we’re given in this moment and for the guidance we are given 

in every single moment of our lives.   

We are grateful that we can hear, that we can see, that we can feel and that 

we can know your presence in our lives.   

We are profoundly grateful for this connection with you, with this 

connection with one another.   

We are grateful that we can receive the information that we need and that 

we want anytime we need it, that we can get the guidance that we desire 

anytime we want.   

And so it is in the space of gratitude that we feel the our hearts fill with love 

and with the light and with the joy that is you.” 

And we say, “Thank you, God.  Thank you, God.” 

 

Take a nice deep breath and I want you to think about a situation that caused you 

pain at one point in your life.  I want you to think about “What is it that I learned 

in this situation?”   

 

Now, I want you to write down with your dominant hand, the hand that you always 

write with, “What is it that I learned in this situation?”   
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And when you’re done, change hands, as far as your writing utensil is concerned.   

 

Ask yourself that question again: “What is here for me to learn about the 

situation?”   

 

And then begin writing with your non-dominant hand.  Begin writing the answers.  

 

Now, you can do this exercise.  You can ask any question you desire and then 

answer it with your non-dominant hand.   

 

You will actually get very good at accessing your intuitive side.  And you’ll get 

very good at responsiveness.   

 

Sometimes, in the beginning, it takes a little longer to get the answers.  But you can 

keep asking questions like you would with anyone if you were to sit down and ask 

questions of someone.  Only in this situation, you’re asking questions of your 

higher self and you’re getting access to those questions through your non-dominant 

hand. 

 

The point of this exercise is to know that the answers are always inside of us.   
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We know, know, know what our truth is.  We know what is correct to do.  We 

know what is appropriate for us to do.  We know what is our next step.   

But often time, we don’t want to know what it is.  We don’t want to look at it. 

 

This exercise will help you get access to it.  What you do with it is up to you. 

 

That’s the end of the non-dominant hand exercise.  Just keep asking questions with 

your dominant hand and answering questions with your non-dominant hand and 

watch to see what happens.  You will be amazed. 

 

Divine hugs to you,  
 

Anne 
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Now go get your Divine ON! 
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